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No absolute convergence proof was found for the iteration process itself; on the

other hand, no convergence instabilities were experienced in the actual computation

for the range of parameters that was tabulated.
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An Algorithm for Solving Certain Polynomial
Equations with Coefficient Parameters

By Robert D. Stalley

1. Introduction and General Method. We describe a storage-saving procedure

that can be used in real time simulation or other situations in which the roots of

an equation of the form
n

J2 Fj{xi, z2, • ■ • , xm)yj =0,    m ^ 2,    0 ^ e0 Û ei ^ • • • ^ e„ ,
(1) y-o

ey integral (j = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ ,n),

must be obtained within severe time limits, i.e., from storage, for values of the

coefficient parameter m-tuple (xi, x2, • ■ ■ , xm) from some given set. The expo-

nents ey are defined so as to be monotonically increasing rather than strictly in-

creasing for later notational convenience.

Suppose there exist relations

(2) Ui = <pi(xi, x-i, ■ ■ ■ , xm),    (i = p., ¡i. + 1, • • • , m),   2 ¿ fi ¿ m,
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which give the reduction

b j\X\, x2, • • • , xm)

(3) = 0(2:1, Xt, • • • , xm)fj(u„ , mm+i , • • • , um)he'(xi ,x2,---, xm),

0 = 0, 1, ••• ,n).

Then, if we substitute from (3) into (1), setting

(4) yh(xi ,x2, ■■ ■ ,xm) = v,

and divide out g(xx ,x2, • • • , xm), we obtain

n

(5) S fÁUpL, «c+i, • • • , um)vei = 0.
y=o

Now, if we store the roots of equation (5) for all values of the (m — p + l)-tuple

(it? , w„+i , • • • , Um) within its range, we can find the roots of equation (1) for a

given value of the m-tuple (a?i, x2, • • • , xm) within its domain of substitution by

computing (w„ , wM+i, • • • ,um) from (2), obtaining from storage the roots of (5),

and computing the roots of (1) from (4). Obvious separate considerations must

apply if the value of h{xx, x2, ■ • • , xm) or g(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xm) is zero or if any of

the above functions are undefined for the given value of (x\, x2, • • ■ , xm).

Basically we have replaced m-parameter storage by (m — n + 1)-parameter

storage and a computation which is ordinarily relatively simple. Rather than

storing solutions point-wise in ?r.-dimensional space, we store them by (p — 1)-

dimensional manifolds, namely those given by equations (2) taken simultaneously.

A side calculation, using equation (4), is needed to obtain the roots for a particular

point of the manifold.

This reduction is especially interesting when p = m, for then we need only single

parameter storage. Note that if m = 2 we must have p = m.

We consider two equations for which this reduction can be made. In both equa-

tions p = 2.

2. An Equation of Power-Type. Let equation (1) be

n / m \

(6) E a A IT *?' ) V'1 = 0,   ay ̂ 0,    (j = 0, 1, • • • , n),
y=o      V-i        /

where

m

(7) ai + X ri<xi = k + rej,    (r2, r3, • • • , rm , r, k constant;
1=2

ai, a2, • • • , am constant for each value of j).

To reduce equation (6), we first use (7) to obtain

m mm f m \

n xv = xíxv n *?iai n ^ = *t\ n (*?%)* > &.
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Then, after dividing out Xi, equation (6) becomes

n / m \

£ MÛ«?>''' - o,
y=o      \<=2        /

where

Ui = xTuXi, (i = 2, 3, • • • , m),

and

y = xi'y.

This completes the reduction.

Homogeneous polynomial equations, with y as one of the variables, are special

cases where r2 = r3 = ■ • • = rm = 1, r = — 1, and a¡ is a non-negative integer,

(i = 1,2, ••• , m).

Now we look at the case m = 2. Set Xi = w>, a:2 = z, ai = a, a2 = /3, r2 = s,

r = i, and w2 = b. The equation

(8) É a/w'/y'1 =0, (a + s0 = fc + fey),
y_o

is reduced to the equation

(9) ¿ ajfv*' = 0,
y-o

where

(10) b = w~sz

and

(11) v = ivy.

Thus, if the roots of (9) are stored for all of the values of b in its range, we have

the following algorithm for solving equation (8) for given values of w and z:

I. Compute vf and wl;

II. Compute b from (10);

III. Look up the roots of (9) ;

IV. Compute y from (11).

The algorithm is especially simple if s and t are integers. We have combined storage

lookup and computation to obtain an algorithm for solving (8) which involves

little computation and only single parameter storage. The writer once needed a

real time series solution of an equation of the form of (8) where e„ = 6, s = §,

t = —\, and where, of course, the remaining arbitrary constants were equal to

specified values [11.

This equation of power type, equation (6) with condition (7), has many general-

izations which are reducible in the same way. The functions F,- may be quotients

of polynomials whose terms are of the form of the coefficients of equation (6),

where ey is constant for all terms of F¡, where k and r are constant for each poly-

nomial, and where the values of k and r for any numerator minus the corresponding
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values of k and r for the corresponding denominator are constant. Moreover, the

terms may contain other factors and the parameters may themselves be functions

of other parameters.

3. An Equation of Exponential Type. Let equation (1) be

n / m \

(12) £ ay(n aï )yei = 0,       ay * 0,        (j = 0, 1, • • • , n),
y=o      \>=i       /

where
m

(13) «lu «Ï* — kc',        (r2 ,r3, ■ ■ ■ ,rm , c, k constant;
i=2

cti, a2, • • • , am constant for each value of j), c j¿ 0, k ^ 0.

To reduce equation (12), we first use (13) to obtain
m mm / m \

n av = kxicxieiu <rixiu av - ^(nör^^K1''-
i=l i=2 ¿=2 \i=2 /

Then, after dividing out fe*1, equation (12) becomes
n / m \

Z4n«.u<K' = 0,
y=i     \¿=2     /

where

Ui = Xi — riXx, (i = 2, 3, • • • , m),

and

v = cz>y.

This completes the reduction.

There are specializations and generalizations of this equation of exponential

type analogous to those for the equation of power type.

4. Remarks. The restriction that e¡ be integral, (j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n), is not used

and hence may be removed throughout this paper. With the customary interpreta-

tion of notation and statements, we may extend this paper to cover the trivial

case p = m + 1, and consequently the trivial case m = 1.

An open problem is the enumeration of all examples, from various specified

classes, for which the method of this paper is applicable. Another open problem,

perhaps more interesting, is that of solving approximately polynomial equations

with coefficient parameters by finding and solving approximating polynomial

equations of a type for which the method of this paper is applicable. The generality

of equation (6) with condition (7) and equation (12) with condition (13) make them

promising approximating polynomial equations.
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